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PiP approach

Evaluation of system pilot (C-CAP)

C-CAP impact & process evaluation

Evaluation of impact on business processes

Wider project evaluation

Protocol analysis

Pre- and post-test questionnaire instrument

Most Significant Change (MSC) methodology

Comparative analysis / "structural metrics"

Evaluation of system pilot (C-CAP)

C-CAP impact & process evaluation

Evaluation of impact on business processes

Final project evaluation
Multifarious data collection

- **Strand 1**: Heuristic evaluation, protocol analysis, stimulated recall, questionnaire instruments (using validated measures such as the CSE scale, SUS and ARS measures).
- **Strand 2**: Group interviews, Most Significant Change (MSC) methodology.
- **Strand 3**: Theoretical process analysis, qualitative benchmarking, Pareto analysis, structural metric analysis.